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Book Descriptions:

95 tercel manual transmission

Manufactured at the Takaoka plant in Toyota City, Japan, and sharing its platform with the Cynos
a.k.a. Paseo and the Starlet, the Tercel was marketed variously as the Toyota Corolla II Japanese II,
Toyota Karora II — sold at Toyota Japanese dealerships called Toyota Corolla Stores — and was
replaced by the Platz in 1999. It was also known as the Toyota Corsa Japanese , Toyota Korusa and
sold at Toyopet Store locations. Starting with the second generation, the Tercel dealership network
was changed to Vista Store, as its badge engineered sibling, the Corolla II, was exclusive to Corolla
Store locations. Also, Toyota designed the then new A series engine for the Tercel, attempting
simultaneously to achieve good fuel economy and performance and low emissions. Choice of body
styles increased as well, with the addition of a fourdoor sedan. All Tercels were assembled at the
Takaoka factory in Toyota City, Aichi or by Hino Motors in Hamura, Tokyo. Hino assembled the third
generation Tercel from 1986 to 1990 for the twodoor and some threedoor models.The transmission
is mounted under the floorpan, as is the case in a rearwheeldrive car. Unlike a rearwheeldrive car,
the transmission has a ring and pinion gear on the front part of the transmission, underneath the
engine. The engine, transmission and differential are located a little off of the centre line of the car.
Halfshafts then extend from the transmission to the front wheels. This made for a taller package
than usual, making the beltline higher as well, but Toyota felt that traditionalist might be scared off
by a transverse setup.Its internal model code is the L20 series. It was available in three or fivedoor
hatchback models or a fourdoor station wagon, and also as a fourdoor sedan in Japan. The wagon
was also available with fourwheel drive frontwheeldrive wagons were only available in select
markets.http://agendatourvietnam.com/hinhanh/eos-20d-service-manual.xml
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In Japan, a fourwheeldrive sedan was also available; it, too remained in production alongside the
wagon version even after the introduction of the third generation Tercel. Standard frontwheel drive
vehicles and fourwheel drive wagons not equipped with the sixspeed manual transmission came with
either a threespeed automatic or a four or fivespeed manual transmission. The fourspeed manual
was reserved for the very simplest version in North American markets.In Japan, power outputs were
as followsIn some markets, engines received minor improvements, such as reformulated combustion
chambers to improve emissions and fuel economy, higher compression ratios, and new auxiliary
devices for the carburettor assemblies.It is only available when in fourwheel drive, and because of
its low gearratio it is suitable only for very lowspeed use. Also included with better equipped
fourwheeldrive models was an inclinometer above the radio and air conditioner that measures the
tilt of the car.When the driver pulls the 4WD selector lever back into fourwheel drive, or presses a
button on the gear selector for the automatic transmission, front and rear differentials are driven at
the same RPM via a direct mechanical coupling. There is no conventional center differential, so the
fourwheeldrive system can be used only on loose or slippery road surfaces such as snow, gravel, or
sand; otherwise the drivetrain experiences severe wear, and handling is compromised. The third
power option which was only available on the sixspeed manual is low range. This is not the same as
the lowrange power option found in a truck or conventional SUV, as the Tercel lacks a
highrangelowrange transfer case.From this generation on, the engine is mounted transversely, with
the transmission mounted on the right side of the engine in a layout developed by Dante Giacosa and
earlier popularised in such vehicles as the Fiat 128 and Volkswagen
Golf.http://faguaflowers.com/images/admin/eos-300-film-camera-manual.xml
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Other changes included revised rackandpinion steering and a newly designed, fully independent
suspension. The Tercel continued in North America as Toyotas least expensive vehicle, while it was
no longer offered in Europe. In other markets, the smaller Starlet was also offered. The GPTurbo
trim also came with a unique facelift, which included hidden headlamps.This was mainly sold in the
Japanese domestic market.The variable venturi carburettor reportedly has some problems,
especially in the earlier models, such as a too rich mixture, which is caused by the too thin Teflon
coating of the fuelmetering needle, which erodes over time due to friction. Nonmotorized twopoint
passive seatbelts for the frontseats were introduced in 1990.In the North American markets it was
powered by either a 1.5 L 3EE engine producing 82 hp 61 kW at 5,200 rpm and 89 lbft 121 Nm of
torque at 4,400 rpm or a 1.5litre 5EFE 16 valve DOHC producing 110 hp 82 kW. The hatchback was
not offered in North America, while the twodoor sedan was not sold in any market outside of the US
and Canada.Hatchback models were VC, Joinus and Avenue. Trim levels for the sedan were VE, VX
and VZ. The VZ is powered by a 5EFHE engine. The higher level Japanese sedans have different tail
lights and a betterequipped interior than the export models.Colorkeyed bumpers, full wheel covers
and folded rear seat were optional on the DX, standard on the LE. The LE has red trunk garnish
similar to the Japanese model.The Tercel was carried over to 1994 with no major changes—
Haloalkane, a nonCFC refrigerant was used in the air conditioning system.It gained moderate
success due to the Corolla name. It was brought along the Canadianspec Corolla to meet the new
emission standard since no Latin American version of either was yet available with a catalytic
converter. Due to the higher trim level of the Canadianspec versions, the Tercel was initially
marketed as a successor of the Corolla E90, which had just been discontinued.

This made it a very successful car.Retaining its compact packaging and high quality, the new Tercel
featured a redesigned exterior and new engine. The Tercel now offered standard drivers and
passengers side airbags in the United States, but only a drivers side bag for Canada. Threepoint
seatbelts for front and outboard rear passengers and adjustable shoulderbelt anchor points for front
seat passengers were installed on fourdoor models. All models met federal standards for 1997
sideimpact protection, and offered antilock brakes. Standard models came with only a fourspeed
manual or automatic transmission and grey bumpers, while DX models were offered with the
addition of bodycolored bumpers and either a fivespeed manual or fourspeed automatic
transmission.Both vehicles were available together at Toyota Corolla Store Japanese
dealerships.There was also a threedoor hatchback body version offered in addition to the fourdoor
sedan. The twodoor sedan was only ever marketed in North America. There was also a
fourwheeldrive option available in Japan.This same dashboard left sided version was shared with the
Toyota Starlet and Toyota Paseo of the time. The allnew DOHC 1.5 L inlinefour engine provides 93
hp 69 kW and 100 lbft 140 Nm of torque, offering a 13 percent power increase over the previous
generation as well as a 15 percent increase in fuel economy.All Tercels came standard with a new
13inch wheel and tire combination.All Toyota models had revised seat fabric and door panels.The
facelift occurred in December 1997 for the Japanese market, and covered all three lines Tercel,



Corsa, Corolla II.The new molding extended across the entire length of the rear bumper.Production
for Japan, Canada and some other countries continued through 1999.The GLi had power steering,
four arm steering wheels, trunk and gas cap remote opening; and three pointed rear seat belts
standard. It was offered with either a fivespeed manual transmission or a fourspeed automatic.

http://eco-region31.ru/bose-roommate-2-manual

It was a huge success, becoming the second bestselling car in Chile for four years.The plain Soluna
was a big seller in Thailand. Trim levels are XLi, SLi, and GLi.Based on the GLi, the Soluna SLimited
with body kits was offered for a short time. A facelifted Soluna appeared in Thailand in late 1999 and
arrived in Indonesia mid2001.Brussels, Belgium Uitgeverij AutoMagazine. 3 78 24. By using this
site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. I need a new transmission but cant find one
anywhere. Is there an alternative that would bolt on Can also get them pretty cheap on If they are,
Much easier. Just do your research Is there an alternative that would bolt Has there been a recall on
the original factory Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. To add a new vehicle, select the year, make, and model
at left. Please try again.Please try again.Please try again later.In order to navigate out of this
carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Full
content visible, double tap to read brief content. Please try your search again later.To calculate the
overall star rating and percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our
system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon.
It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. You can read more here and make your cookie
choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so.Where might my pow. Where might
my power be loosing from These scenarios Is the idle dropping really low Details please Where
might my power be loosing from Anyone know whats wrong I try to put in gear. Please help Can
someone please help us understand whats going on and if we should drive it this memorial day
weekend 600 miles! Gonna miss that ol gal. Shes lived in Chicago, Seattle and now Pittsburgh.Please
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refer to CarGurus Terms of Use.
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On the other hand, Toyota’s reputation for reliability makes the Tercel worth considering if you need
basic transportation but are on a tight budget. Safety additions included dual airbags,
heightadjustable manual seatbelts, and side door beams. Antilock brakes were optional, on all
models. Under the hood was a dualcam 1.5liter 4cylinder with 93 horsepower. The Standard 2door
came with a 4speed manual transmission and was available with 3speed automatic. DX models could
have a standard 5speed manual or optional 4speed automatic. The CE blended features of the prior
Standard series and the better equipped DX.Grille, front fascia, taillamps, rear bumper, and
bodyside moldings are new, and the rear seats gain headrests. Later, Toyota would drop the entire
line in preparation for the introduction of the new Echo subcompact. Standard 2doors had a 4speed
manual transmission; DX models a 5speed. A 4speed automatic transmission was available for DX
Tercels, and a 3speed automatic for the Standard 2door. The 4speed manual gearbox disappeared
after 1996. Nevertheless, performance is still far from lively, even with a manual transmission.
Automatic transmissions are rather slow to downshift to deliver suitable highway passing power.
Fuel economy is exceptional We averaged 30 mpg in a DX model with automatic. The suspension
allows a lot of bouncing on wavy roads, and the ride becomes choppy on rough surfaces. In addition,
there’s still plenty of road noise. Handling ability is hampered by narrow tires, which run out of grip
early in hard cornering. Adults have ample room up front, but trunk space is on the skimpy side.
With the exception of Value, these numbers reflect how the vehicle compares against the universe of
vehicles, not just against rivals in its class. Lower is better Therefore, we recommend visiting
websites that list used cars for sale to get a better idea of what a specific model is selling for in your
area.
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Our editors test drive and thoroughly evaluate virtually every new car, truck, minivan, and SUV sold
in America. Easy! See customer service page for refund and return details You can buy with
confidence! From accessories to auto system replacements, you can always find superb Tercel Parts
from different auto parts providers. These parts are as solid and as dependable as your Tercel model
and they will make your vehicle perform excellently for long years. Only quality and perfectfit Toyota
Tercel parts can help increase your cars resale or tradein value. They can also keep it looking and
performing like new. To ensure you get only the right Toyota parts for your vehicle Tercel, check
your owners manual for part compatibility. This inline four gasoline engine featured a cast iron block
and aluminum cylinder head. The result was a more fuel efficient, less polluting motor. Although the
first Tercel rolled off the assembly line in the Japanese city that bears the companys name in 1978, it
didnt make it into U.S. dealer showrooms until two years later. By then, Toyota had upgraded the
engine from 74 horsepower to 83. Interestingly, although it was a frontwheel drive vehicle, the
Tercels engine was mounted longitudinally. However, the transmission, which had a ring and pinion
gear, was mounted below the engine, with half shafts extending to the front drive wheels. Although
it was intended to be an improvement, the early models had some issues. Part of this was the
fuelmetering needle, which was coated with Teflon. Unfortunately, this coating was too thin and
friction would cause it to wear away over time. This resulted in a mixture that was too rich more fuel
than air. Likewise, the choke mechanism, known as a compensator, was faulty, adding to the
problem. As a result, the engine wound up burning more fuel than necessary. In 1990, Toyota
offered the Tercel to U.S. and Canadian markets in two configurations a two door coupe and a four
door sedan.

The former was sold only in North America. Buyers could choose between a 1.5 3EE engine with an
oldstyle carburetor and twelve valves or the more powerful 5EFE, with sixteen valves and fuel
injection. In 1993, Toyota added a drivers side air bag and antilock brakes as standard equipment.
Production of the Tercel ended in 1999, by which time the car was in its fifth generation. Over the
years, Tercel owners have had virtually nothing but praise for the vehicle. The typical Tercel will
travel up to 400 miles on one tank of gasoline, and it is not unusual for a Tercel to keep going strong
at 350,000 miles and beyond. The vehicle is solidly built and one of the most reliable cars Toyota has
ever produced. Certain parts do wear out and require replacing over time. Sensors and the starter
motor at around 100,000 is not uncommon. For the best deals on Toyota Tercel engine parts and
those optional Toyota Tercel performance parts, shop online. Youll find a wide selection of Toyota
Tercel parts for sale at a discount at PartsGeek.com. This year, the Tercel comes in an allnew
package that delivers many upgraded features. Toyota put its yen into safety upgrades and a new
engine that delivers increased performance and fuel efficiency. In addition, exterior and interior



changes create a more sporty image and improve visibility, roominess and ergonomics.The
frontwheeldrive Tercel continues to be available in three body styles the base 2door coupe and the
DX model with 2 and 4door offerings.Its improved aerodynamic styling features a sloping hood,
flushmounted molding for the front pillars and smoothly rounded contours on all surfaces. This
design reduces wind resistance, decreases wind noise and improves fuel economy.
Previousgeneration bumpers were made of polypropylene, which was unable to be repaired if torn.
The Tercels new bumper covers are made of superolefin polymer, which is significantly lighter, more
resistant to scratches and easier to recycle.

http://gennarimaq.com.br/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1627ee65de0
07e---brother-quattro-6000d-manual.pdf

And reduction of vibration and noise is the result of asphalt sheeting in the floor pan and trunk, as
well as sound insulation and vibration dampening materials used in the fire wall and cowl areas.
Exterior body panels also benefit from the use of anticorrosion sheet steel and paint that resists
chipping. Other enhancements under the hood include a direct ignition system that eliminates the
need for a distributor, is fully electronic and requires no adjustment. There is also an onboard
system that performs diagnostic functions for the fuel system, assisting Toyota technicians in
locating and repairing problems with components. The front suspension is a MacPherson strut type,
and the rear is a trailing torsion beam with integral stabilizer bar. Although the 95 models interior is
slightly smaller than its predecessors, there is added headroom for both front and rear passengers.
Also, there are many new and improved features that create a comfortable and ergonomically
pleasing automotive environment. New on 4door models are adjustable shoulderbelt anchor points
for frontseat occupants and childprotection rear door locks. On the plus side, the tercels relatively
wide door openings and seat design do allow for easy entry and exit, and there are three assist grip
handles on the DX model. An additional cupholder for rear occupants is recessed into the storage
unit between the front seats, and the 2door coupe model has a rearseat quarter trim pocket that
doubles as a cupholder. Map pockets are located on the doors; other storage units include a
goodsized well between the front seats, a small unit in the dashboard to the left of the steering
wheel and a recessed unit on top of the dash. The spare tire and tirechanging tools are easy to get
to. The new 4cylinder engine delivered enough horsepower and torque to make the Tercel
surprisingly fun to drive on the highway.

www.crossroadscounselingcenters.com/ckfinder/userfiles/files/canon-mp520-user-manual.pdf

And around town, its improved handling and turning radius made it easy for us to maneuver in and
out of traffic and parking lots. There were no shakes or rattles, leading us to believe that the
measures taken to deliver a steady, wellbalanced vehicle without vibration were successful. Despite
sounddeadening improvements, we found engine and road noise not only audible but sometimes
distracting. And although front and peripheral visibility was excellent, our rear view was
compromised. Due to the small glass in the Tercel rear window, the rear crossbar and the ceiling are
included in the interior rearview mirrors reflection. Likewise, small glass ovals on the outside
mirrors resulted in a portholelike view of vehicles and the road behind. Although actual mileage
varies with road conditions and driving habits, the tercels average EPA rating is 29 mpg in the city
and 33 mpg on the highway. We got 45 mpg on the highway with our DX. Its increased standard
features in the areas of safety and performance bump it up a big notch in value for price. But new
features such as standard dual airbags, a more powerful and fuelefficient 16valve engine, and
increased serviceability are important additions that will most likely keep the Tercel right where it
has been in terms of sales. Although its a fifthgeneration upgrade, the Tercel comes from good
stock. Login. Something went wrong.Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until
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you make payment. If you reside in an EU member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is
not recoverable. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions
opens in a new window or tab Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods.

Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more
opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new window or tab Learn more opens in a new
window or tab Please try again later. Contact the seller opens in a new window or tab and request a
postage method to your location. Please enter a valid postcode. Please enter a number less than or
equal to 3. If you dont follow our item condition policy for returns, you may not receive a full refund.
Refunds by law In Australia, consumers have a legal right to obtain a refund from a business if the
goods purchased are faulty, not fit for purpose or dont match the sellers description. More
information at returns. All Rights Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton
Secured powered by Verisign. Coverage is subject to the terms and conditions of your New Vehicle
Limited Warranty. See Owners Warranty and Maintenance Guide for details. Starting with the 2020
model year, every Toyota hybrid battery warranty is being increased from 8 years or 100,000 miles,
to 10 years from date of first use, or 150,000 miles whichever comes first. This enhancement serves
as an indication of our confidence in the quality, dependability, and reliability of our products. The
HV battery may have longer coverage under emissions warranty.For Toyota hybrid vehicles
beginning with model year 2020, the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10 years from original date of
first use or 150,000 miles, whichever comes first. See Owners Warranty and Maintenance Guide for
details. Most have 12month coverage, and there arent many, if any, companies that offer a longer
guarantee. Car covers are warranted for 12 months from the date of purchase and do not assume
any coverage under the Toyota New Vehicle Limited Warranty. So we thought the TCUV Warranty
should be just as thorough. The HV battery may have longer coverage under emissions warranty.

We also add a 1year 24hour Roadside Assistance Plan 4 from original date of TCUV purchase. For
the enhanced peace of mind of an available Extended Vehicle Service Agreement, please visit Toyota
Financial Services. From audio to optionalNo need to hunt down aDetailed Toyota manuals andPlus,
learn more aboutWhats more, ToyotaSelect your Toyota model to. Actually, it was the
twodoorversion of the 1995 Toyota Tercel DX. The little car kept on going andgoing... I passed so
many gasoline stations, I almost forgot why theywere needed. I filled up in Northern Virginia,
droveto New York City, put it in a garage, picked it up three days later andreturned via the New
Jersey Turnpike, where I finally stopped at a gasstation somewhere near Exit 11. That pleased me.
Butwhat pleased me more was the cost of refueling — eight dollars forenough regular unleaded to
push the fuelgauge needle back to full. I almost bought a hamburger. But thegreasy smell emanating
from the rest stop’s fastfood eatery put an endto that notion. I mean, hey, buying gasoline is one
thing; but paying toget gas is something else. Its looks mirrored its function — strictlymissionary,
and short missions at that, unless you were into motorizedmasochism. The Tercel’s rear end is an act
of metallicplagiarism, a shameless copy of the rear ends of MercedesBenz Cclasscars. But, hey, it
works. The Tercel isn’t ugly anymore. A fourspeed manualtransmission is standard for the standard
twodoor Tercel. A threespeedautomatic is optional for this model. Advice Get the fourspeed manual.
A fourspeed automatic is optional for thesemodels. Advice Either transmission is okay here. Depends
on whether youprefer to shift or be shiftless. But the road noise is still there, loud and clear.It’s a
problem affecting practically all small economy cars. So far itappears to defy resolution. It’s no
wonderthat other automakers are studying Toyota’s assembly techniques in a bidto improve their
own fitandfinish quality.

Everything on the Tercelfits perfectly. Bravo! Excellent ride on smooth roads. You feel the bumps
onbumpy roads. Handling is okay when driven with common sense. This is nota car you try to push
into curves. Dryroad braking is excellent.Wetroad braking, with or without the antilock braking
system, remainssomething of an adventure in the Tercel. Fuel capacity is 11.9 gallons. Estimated



406mile range onusable volume of regular unleaded, running with two occupants, airconditioner full
blast and light cargo in the car’s 9.3cubicfoottrunk. But the Tercel is a nice small car that’s made
well enough toqualify as a good value. Please try again.Dealer sets actual price. Contact dealer for
limited warranty, inventory level, and return policy details.The InStore Pickup option will now be
defaulted at checkout. Washer, Differential.Oil Seal, Drive Shaft.Pin, Axle Differential.Please verify
any information in question with a sales representative.Terms and Conditions of Sale. I have search
high and low. I cant find a forume for my car On what I need to change my toyota 4 speed manual
transmission To a 5 speed. I know it cant be as simple as it sounds. Obviously im gonna need a 5
speed transmission but other Then that. idk. Lol! So pleas help me figure this out. Thanks I super
appreciate your help and your time. I have a feeling Ive read before that the ratio of the top gear in
the 4 speed is actually more fuel efficient than the top gear ratio of the 5th. So if youre aiming to do
the swap to save fuel in highway cruising, you need to check that first.Ecodriving test Manual
vs.Hopefully everything will come out right successfully. Thank you. How do I find the admin If
youre looking for a tercel specific forum for repair, engine swaps, and horsepower stuff,
TercelOnline.com is where you want to go Ive been a member for years. If youre looking to improve
your gas mileage, here is where you want to be. That being said, the Tercel is a GREAT car to get
good mileage with.

With little to no effort you can get high 30s to low 40s. Once I got 44 mpg in my 96 with a 4 speed
manual transmission on a highway trip. I think I had a tailwind though as that was a one time thing.
But, it did always get mid to high 30s before I even knew about any driving techniques or mods that
help with fuel economy. My 1996 Paseo I had up to 72 mpg with a fair amount of ecomods and using
all the driving techniques I know. A trans swap probably wont net you a big gain in fuel economy to
be honest. As MetroMPG said, most of the 5 speeds are geared about the same or shorter than the 4
speed. That means your rpms will actually increase on the highway. The only exception is a 5th gen
19951999 Tercel 5 speed transmission. And, even that transmission wont help you a massive
amount. I dont know what speed youre traveling at, but at 60 mph, the 4 speed will put you at 2520
rpm. The 5th gen 5 speed will put you at 2175 rpm. It is a drop, but I dont think youll see a huge
gain in gas mileage from it. Youd probably see a bigger gain from slowing down 5 mph. If youre
willing to tinker with the insides of the transmission, there are greater benefits to be had though.
Epa is higher for the 4 speed if memory serves me, which it sometimes doesnt. regards Mech Im not
trying to do any big mods. Probably after market headers, suspension, intake, I already have a
magna flow muffler. Mainly just going for looks. Anyway, you could maybe keep the 4speed and do
some gear swaps when it needs some sort of refurbishment. Im still favorable to 4speed
transmissions, if we consider that the current 5speed and 6speed are getting more focused on
meeting the EPA test method than on an overall efficiency in realworld conditions. If you want
NextDay, we can save the other items for later. Order by, and we can deliver your NextDay items by.
You won’t get NextDay delivery on this order because your cart contains items that aren’t “NextDay
eligible”.

In your cart, save the other items for later in order to get NextDay delivery. Oops! There was a
problem with saving your items for later. You can go to cart and save for later there.Get more info
We have multiple fulfillment warehouses spread coast to coast, so we can ensure our expedited
delivery guarantee. Manufacturers,See our disclaimer Fitment or Compatibility Please check all
details of the product before purchasing the item. Quality All PBI radiators are complete with
superior materials manufactured using the most advanced equipment operated and tested by
experts in the automotive industry so quality is never compromised. Performance Our brand new
radiators meet or exceed OEM specifications for cooling and performance with easy installation,
direct fit, and the most optimal cooling efficiency leaving you confident with a reliable and high
performing replacement. Shipping We ship both domestic and international orders. We have
multiple fulfillment warehouses spread coast to coast, so we can ensure our expedited delivery



guarantee. Competitive Here at PBI, our experts and experienced sales team make it their duty to
give you the comfort of getting your part at the most competitive cost on the market. Risk Free All
radiators come with a 1year warranty, ensuring the longlife of our products. Core Dimensions Inches
12.8 x 25.91 x 0.63 All cooling products are designed to OEM standards for fitment, performance,
and quality. OEM Number 1640011520 Vehicle Tested. Perfect DropIn Fit. 1 Year Manufacturer
Warranty DPI Number 1381, Radiator Rows 1 Warning WARNING California Proposition 65
www.p65warnings.ca.gov Specifications Brand Pacific Best Inc. Manufacturer Part Number
CDR1381 Manufacturer PACIFIC BEST INC. Customer Reviews Write a review Be the first to review
this item. Ask a question Ask a question If you would like to share feedback with us about pricing,
delivery or other customer service issues, please contact customer service directly.
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